
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working Student Business Intelligence in 
Energy Trading m/f/t 

RWE Supply & Trading GmbH, Gas Portfolio Management, Essen, Germany (DE)  
Start: asap, full time / part time, fixed term 

 

Your future plans 
RWE’s Gas Portfolio Management is looking for an enthusiastic Master-Student with IT affinity and interest in the energy market. 

You will develop and implement a Business Intelligence process enabling better data-driven decision making on operational and tactical level. In focus is the 

collection and visualisation of gas fundamentals and operational data on the European continent. Strong focus will be on data sanity and reporting relevant daily 

changes to the stakeholders. 

 

This is a temporary position for a 9-12 months period part-time. 

 

� You will deep dive into data collection from various sources like websites, API´s. 

� You will support the data implementation in the database (Back-End). 

� You will help developing and implementing methods to establish a high level of data sanity. 

� You will be involved in further developing Business Intelligence analytics. 

 

Your powerful skills 
� You are working towards Master’s degree in Mathematics, Economics, Finance, IT Sciences or equivalent. 

� You have a background and affinity with IT; experience with SQL-Databases and Python, especially web-crawling are very advantageous. 

� You have a strong affinity to data analysis and maybe first practical experience via previous internships or academic projects. 

� In general you have a systematic approach to process and visualise data with a strong focus on data quality. 

� You are willing to work in an international team of six with wide knowledge on the business. 

 

Benefits you can rely on 
� You will get hands-on experience with finding, collecting, processing and visualising large amount of data for different stakeholders. 

� You will get in-depth knowledge about the European Gas Market. 

� You will experience working on the edge between project and line-organisation. 

� You will gain experience in  working with an international, multi-location (Essen/Prague) team. 

At RWE, you will find all the advantages of a large technology group. And some merits that are even more crucial: openness and real team work. For we are open 

to the future and are building on the strengths of each and every individual. We value his/her work and opinion; we listen, pursue active ideas management and 

engage in direct exchanges. Respect, appreciation and mutual trust are the hallmarks of cooperation within the international RWE team. 

 

 

Inform now! 



 

 

rwe.com/career 

Apply now with just a few clicks: ad code 19447194471944719447.... 

Any questions? Jörg Rickert (Recruiting), T +49 201 5179-1278 

We value diversity and therefore welcome all applications, irrespective of gender, disability, nationality, ethnic and social background, religion and beliefs, age or 

sexual orientation and identity. You will, of course, also find us on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and Xing. 

 

50 Energy Traders. 260 additional experts on the floor. Another 1000 professionals aside. Become part of RWE Supply & Trading and shape the future of the 

trading business to make energy reliable. 

 


